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Another June has returned in the cycle of seasons, bringing with it the
gifts of early summer. My picture, taken in Normandy, France is a
wonderful illustration of this beautiful month. As we look at all the colors
and sizes of the flowers, we are reminded that though we are each unique,
our individual gifts are how we complement one another. When we look at
the whole of this amazing garden, it is the variety of many kinds of flowers
that creates its beauty. This is also true for people. It is the delightful variety
of our differences, that creates a wondrous whole of life.

Many people feel uncomfortable when they realize how different from
others they are when, in fact, that is their strength. Our fascinating
uniqueness creates an amazing and varied garden, beautiful because of its
many facets. The more we celebrate and appreciate our differences, the
more we are creating a world of peace.
If we ask the question, What is love, I think it is a deep appreciation of
both what we share in common and our differences. If opposites attract, it
is because that’s how we learn from one another. Looking at the flowers in
this garden, we see each that plant is unique in its color and shape. The
garden teaches us that the beauty of harmony comes from standing side by
side. That’s when we can best appreciate and help one another grow and
evolve.
We are naturally drawn to people who are like us. It’s easy to accept,
appreciate and love them. Our challenge is to come to appreciate every
person, for their similarities and differences from ourselves. June’s
message, like the garden in the photo, teaches us to celebrate our
differences.
The essence of life’s beauty is variety. As we come to know that
everyone has their own life lessons, we find ourselves having greater
respect for all our differences. We are all here on earth to learn, grow and
love ourselves and others. The more clearly we see this overview, the more
we find our own inner peace expanding.

May we enjoy one another and this colorful month.
With Love and Light From Your Fellow Student of Life and Friend,

Susan
PS. Please share this newsletter with anyone who would benefit from it.
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